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Embracer Group announces extension of credit and loan 
facilities

Embracer Group AB (”Embracer”) has entered into agreements for its two main 
credit- and loan facilities, with a nominal value of around SEK 17 billion, 
extending the maturity until February and May 2025, respectively. The 
amendment agreements include scheduled quarterly minimum prepayments, 
that amount to SEK 2.6 billion on an accumulated basis up until January 2025, 
starting in Q1 FY 24/25. The currently expected interest rate on the group’s 
total debt, based on a floating rate, is around 6.15%.

“We are pleased to further strengthen Embracer’s financial flexibility, which also 
demonstrates the confidence that our main banks and financial institutions have in our 
financial profile and strategy. As part of the ongoing restructuring program, we have the 
ambition to reduce debt, both on a gross and net debt level. This credit and loan extension is 
aligned with our own agenda and puts us in a stronger position as we transition from heavy-
investment mode to a highly cash-flow generative business”, says Lars Wingefors, co-
founder and Group CEO of Embracer.

For more information, please contact:
Oscar Erixon, Head of Investor Relations Embracer Group AB (publ)
Tel: + 46 730 24 91 42
Email: oscar.erixon@embracer.com

Beatrice Forsgren, Head of Brand and Communication Embracer Group AB (publ)
Tel: +46 704 52 57 63
E-mail: beatrice.forsgren@embracer.com

About Embracer Group
Embracer Group is a global Group of creative and entrepreneurial businesses in PC, 
console, mobile and board games and other related media. The Group has an extensive 
catalog of over 900 owned or controlled franchises. With its head office based in Karlstad, 
Sweden, Embracer Group has a global presence through its twelve operative groups: THQ 
Nordic, PLAION, Coffee Stain, Amplifier Game Invest, Saber Interactive, DECA Games, 
Gearbox Entertainment, Easybrain, Asmodee, Dark Horse, Freemode and Crystal Dynamics 
– Eidos. The Group has 135 internal game development studios and is engaging more than 
15,500 employees in more than 40 countries.
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Subscribe to press releases and financial information: https://embracer.com/investors
/subscription/
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Embracer Group announces extension of credit and loan facilities
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